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Introduction

Dear Reader,

You are looking at the sneak preview of our latest international study – The Stra-
tegy Execution Research Report 2009/2010.

Since 2001, we have been studying Strategy Execution trends and best practi-
ces. And during these last 8 years, we have seen Strategy Execution evolve 
from a token discussion to a top priority in most organisations. 

But this meteoric rise in importance doesn’t mean all execution problems have 
been solved. On the contrary, international research published in The Harvard 
Business Review shows that companies continue to lose 40-to-60 percent of 
their strategic potential while trying to execute it. 

Our research will help you close the performance gap in your organisation.
The Strategy Execution Research Report 2009/2010 offers you:

  Up-to-date Strategy Execution market data from 1100+ organisations,  
 36 countries and 23 sectors.

 The 30 most interesting trends analysed by our experts.
 
        Secret insights from the best-in-class. 
 
         Key ingredients to build a solid action plan.  

In short, this unique report will provide you with all the necessary information and 
insights to boost your Strategy Execution. 

Order your copy today. We offer a 100 percent satisfaction guarantee. 

Best regards

Koen Schreurs, Director Benchmarks & Surveys
the performance factory  |  it’s all about strategy execution
http://www.the-performance-factory.com
Linkedin group

PS. Any questions? 
Please send me an email at koen.schreurs@the-performance-factory.com 

http://www.the-performance-factory.com/
http://www.linkedin.com/groupRegistration?gid=2325487
mailto:koen.schreurs@the-performance-factory.com 
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Research demographics 

This research was conducted between February and August 2009 and is the 
result of an in-depth analysis of 1100 organisations of varying sizes in 23 sec-
tors, 6 continents and 36 countries. The research covered managers across all 
business functions and management levels. 

Company Size                   Functional split respondents

Geography headquarters

>1000
employees
53%

<250
employees
15% Finance

24%

HR
29%IT

15%

Operations
19%

Sales-
Marketing
       7%

Other
  6%

250-1000
employees
32%

North America

35%

South America

7%

Europe

45%

Africa

1%

Middle-East & Asia

8%

Australia

1%
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Country headquarters

 

Sector distribution

Australia Germany Saudi Arabia

Belgium Greece Singapore

Bosnia and Herzegovina Iceland Slovakia

Brazil India South Africa

Bulgaria Italy Spain

Canada Japan Sweden

China Korea Switzerland

Czech Republic Mexico Turkey

Denmark Netherlands United Arab Emirates

Egypt Oman United Kingdom

Finland Romania USA

France Russia Yemen

0% 2% 4% 6% 8% 10% 12%

Sector distribution

Accommodation and food service activities

Administrative and support service activities (e.g. Rental, leasing, employment, travel, cleaning etc.)

Agriculture, forestry and fishing

Arts, entertainment and recreation

Construction

Education

Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply

Financial and insurance activities

Human health and social work activities

Information and communication (e.g. Publishing, television, radio, telecom, hosting etc.)

Manufacture of basic metals or fabricated metal products

Manufacture of basic pharmaceutical products and pharmaceutical preparations

Manufacture of chemicals, chemical or petroleum products

Manufacture of computer, electronic, electrical and optical products

Manufacture of food products, beverages or tobacco products

Manufacture of machinery and equipment

Manufacture of motor vehicles, trailers or other transport equipment

Manufacture of paper and paper products

Manufacture of rubber, plastic products or other non-metalic products

Manufacture of textiles, leather or wearing apparel

Manufacture of wood or furniture

Mining and quarrying

Printing and reproduction of recorded media

Professional scientific and technical activities (e.g. Legal, accounting, consulting, advertising etc.)

Public administration and defence, compulsory social security

Real estate activities

Transporting and storage

Water supply, sewerage, waste managment and remediation activities

Wholesale and retail trade, repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles

Other
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Company sample 

 

Umicore

Philip Morris

Danone

Oracle
Mercedes-Benz

Nike

Air Liquide

BPKraft Foods

GDF Suez

Google

Vodafone

Accenture

Mutsui

Rio Tinto

Microsoft

AXA

Nokia
Harley-Davidson

PepsiCo

EDF
Hewlett Packard

Sony

Samsung

Altria

Telefonica

Schlumberger

Johnson & Johnson

Alcon

Saint-Gobain

Nestlé

Solvay

Porsche

Chanel

Deutsche Post DHL
Home Depot

Siemens

Sumitomo

Baxter

GlaxoSmithKline

ING

IBM

SAP

Bayer

Tesco 3M

Yahoo
Boeing

France Télécom

Roche

Bridgestone

Pfizer

Novartis

Colgate Palmolive

HSBC Walt Disney

Honda

Anheuser-Busch InBev.

American Express
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Fourteen Striking facts

Of all respondents: 

 15 percent believe the strategy to be wrong for their company. 
 Almost all – 94 percent – have indicators that relate not only to financials,  
 but also to customers, processes or people. 
 Around 1 in 3 – 30 percent – receive no information on how to execute the  
 strategy. 
 Only 61 percent is convinced that the strategic initiatives are staffed with the  
 right people. 
 As little as 27 percent believe that the strategic initiatives are being managed 
 correctly. 
 27 percent doesn’t receive any individual feedback. 
 As many as 17 percent lack leadership objectives. 
 17 percent indicate that performance isn’t monitored. 
 38 percent indicate that poor performers don’t face any consequences. 
 More than one third – 37 percent – have never had the opportunity to par- 
 ticipate in a 360° skills assessment exercise. 
 18 percent is unable to explain how to set individual objectives. 
 27 percent receives no training on essential management skills. 
 36 percent do not question appraisals objectively. 
 Of all managers, 24 percent do not receive any useful strategy information  
 from other departments.
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 Four major Strategy Execution gaps

Getting your strategy right is a big challenge. But executing your strategy proves 
to be an even bigger hurdle. The experts from the performance factory have 
identified and analysed the major implementation challenges of more than 1100 
organisations. Within most of these, they found four significant execution gaps:  

01     Companies need to wake up and fix their initiative management. 

 Initiative management is the point where organisational performance meets  
 individual performance, where people are added to the equation, where  
 your strategy is translated into practice or remains on paper forever. It’s a cru- 
 cial Strategy Execution step.

 But unfortunately, initiative management also proves to be the weakest link  
 in the execution chain. Our research clearly shows that it’s the implementa- 
 tion activity where almost all companies lose most of their strategic potential  
 – it proves to be the biggest hole in the road between the city ‘strategy’ and  
 the town ‘performance’. 
 As few as 27 percent believe that the strategic initiatives are being managed  
 correctly.

So what goes wrong? 
Unfortunately, the list is quite long. The 4 main reasons are: 

37 percent staff their initiatives poorly. 
  34 percent budget inadequately. 
  26 percent fail to create clear ownership. 

 21 percent launch the wrong projects. 

Fortunately there are exceptions: the top performers. These organisations  
 are able to translate their overall strategy into the appropriate strategic  
 initiatives that deliver what the strategy promises. 

 Let’s look at what we can learn from the best-in-class. We identified the 5  
 initiative management fundamentals that separate the poor, the good and  
 the great. The best-in-class outperform all the others in each of these 5  
 activities. 

 They are:
 Collect, select and prioritise the right initiatives. 
 Optimise resource allocation and planning.
 Develop project managers.
 Excel in project and programme management.
 Manage the overall strategic initiative portfolio. 

The Strategy Execution Research Report 2009 | 2010
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02     Most leaders are poor strategy communicators.

 The second topic causing significant execution problems is strategy com- 
 munication. Whereas most companies try (hard) to get it right, many fail to  
 communicate their strategy effectively. 

 Our research shows that 22 percent of managers aren’t happy with the way  
 strategy is communicated within their organisation, 13 percent are unable to 
 explain the strategy, 15 percent believe it’s the wrong strategy and 24 per- 
 cent have no idea what the strategic goals from other departments are. 

 Let’s now focus our attention on perfomers. What can we learn from the  
 best-in-class strategy communicators? 

 These organisations understand that the communication of strategy and 
 its execution comes in different shapes and forms, from individual conver- 
 sations during objective setting over group interactions around the Ba- 
 lanced Scorecard and from intranet postings, to writing a memo regarding  
 a strategy shift.
 
 But they are also aware that all strategy communication efforts serve  
 only one purpose: to get the strategy into the heads, hearts and hands  
 of the people:
 Heads: You want everyone to understand the strategy. 
 Hearts: You want everyone to be motivated by the strategy.
 Hands: You want everyone to take action to get things done. 
 
 They make their communication efforts an essential, ongoing compo- 
 nent of their implementation efforts. 
 
 They put in the right effort and skills. Top communicators realise that  
 even communication aspects that seem trivial and simplistic on the sur- 
 face, demand substantial skills and effort to get it right. And getting it 
 right means communicating relevant information to the right person that 
 results in the required execution action. In other words: best-in-class  
 communicators don’t focus on the question ‘Was my message commu- 
 nicated?’ but rather on ‘Was my message effective?’. They look beyond  
 the send button and shift the focus to the receiving end.

03    Everybody agrees that skills are crucial to performance but few  
 are able to build an adequate development platform.

 Being able to do what your competitors can’t demands a unique set of ca- 
 pabilities. But these skills don’t just grow on trees. They demand:
  Tough choices: you can’t be good at everything.
  Long-term commitment: it doesn’t happen overnight.
  Motivated people: learning new skills demands effort and a change of  
 behaviour. 

 So in order to succeed with this triple challenge, organisations need a solid  
 development approach. But have organisations adopted such a way of working?

11
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 Unfortunately not. The study clearly show that skills development is an is- 
 sue. In fact, it’s a major one, as training, coaching and other development- 
 related actions receive poor scores within most of the 1100 organisations.  
 28 percent of all respondents don’t even offer development support for  
 basic skills – those that should belong to the repertoire of any manager.  
 One other striking fact: 40 percent of all participants don’t evaluate the busi- 
 ness impact of their development effort.

 This gives you a view on the bad perfomers. But what about the secret of  
 the best-in-class? Well, top performers in the ‘skills building’ category set  
 themselves apart by constructing strong, long-term development founda- 
 tions in their organisation. They approach skills improvement as a mara- 
 thon, not a sprint. Their foundation building focuses on the following 6 fun- 
 damentals: 
 Link skills development with the overall strategy.
 Manage the development portfolio – the collection of all development 
 actions within the organisation.
 Design world-class learning interventions. 
 Execute flawlessly.
 Set development objectives for everyone in the organisation.
 Measure success.

03    The Strategy Execution process often fails.

 The Strategy Execution process is your highway to performance. To be  
 more precise, you should picture your Strategy Execution process not as  
 a single street but as a network of unique roads – smaller and larger ones –
  all interlinked together. And the roads carry names like ‘strategy review  
 process’, ‘initiative management process’, ‘coaching process’, ‘individual  
 objective setting process’ and so on. And all of these processes, and the  
 interaction between them, are vital to your execution success. 

 Here are 2 striking results. Almost 20 percent of all managers – the key peo-
 ple involved – cannot explain the implementation process and 25 percent  
 believe that their execution job is made more difficult due to the complexity  
 of the processes. 

 To join the Strategy Execution elite – the best-in-class – organisations need  
 to overcome the following 9 bottlenecks:   
 There is too much complexity.
 Managers don’t understand the process. 
 Clear ownership is lacking.
 The process and improvement actions are not visible on the execu- 
 tive radar.
 Managers fear proposing, and making, changes.
  The process isn’t adapted to the needs of the organisation.
 The quality of the process isn’t measured.
 One part of the process gets all of the attention, and others none. 
 It’s too expensive.

 

1
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Market data – a sneak preview of strategy 
communication

01     Detailed scores for strategy communication

 Strategy communication is one of the 8 Strategy Execution dimensions that  
 we have analysed. The scoring ranks from best-to-worst.

37%29% 39%16%3%5%3%

II.9. The company’s strategy has been communicated to me in a variety of  ways (e.g., e-mail, live        
       presentation, intranet, brochure, etc.)

30% 41%12%7%5%4%

II.10. Our CEO or top executive(s) are sufficiently involved in communicating the overall strategy

30% 44%11%4%2%1%

II.11. I myself  communicate our strategy to my team

31% 45%10%4%1%1%

II.12. I also communicate strategic initiatives to my team

33% 46%10%2%2%1%

II.13. I explain to my team how we will reach the objectives that have been set

35% 29%19%8%5%3%

II.14. I feel the communication of  my company’s strategy is handled in an open way

34% 25%18%10%8%3%

II.15. There is time for questions and discussion when our company’s strategy is presented

32% 24%20%8%6%3%

II.21. When I ask for further information or when I pose a question, I receive an individual response

34% 47%8%0%

II.16. When I communicate the strategy myself, I leave time for questions and discussion

38%
38% 31%15%6%6%1%

II.17. I find information that is directly relevant to me in the communication of  the overall strategy

30% 17%25%11%9%4%

II.18. I receive useful information regarding the strategy of  other departments or units

23% 17%27%13%11%6%

II.19. I also receive information about the strategy process (e.g., method of  formulation,
         intentions regarding updates, ways it will be monitored, etc.)

32% 24%18%11%7%4%

II.20. I receive information about the strategy as soon as it is available in the rest of the organisation

22% 18%21%12%11%9%

II.23. I am asked for feedback regarding whether I understand the company’s strategy or that of  
         my unit or department

37%34% 37%13%6%4%2%

II.22. I would be able to explain my company’s strategy to a neighbour if  I wanted to

Strongly disagree Moderately disagree     Slightly disagree Slightly agree       Moderately agree     Strongly agree      

Example figure    Scores for strategy communication
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02     Example finding : Managers lack information on their colleagues’ goals

It’s crucial that you know the strategy priorities of other departments. It helps 
you to see the big picture and enables smooth-running, cross-functional col-
laboration. This requires information about goals and priorities to flow freely 
throughout the entire organisation.

 That’s how it should be. But our research shows that critical strategy infor- 
 mation is often missing. In fact, just 17 percent (   ) is happy with the stra-
 tegy intelligence received from colleagues. And 24 percent (   ) doesn’t re-
 ceive anything at all.

 When we compare these results with the other strategy communication fin- 
 dings, we can conclude that sharing information on strategic priorities is one  
 of the first steps you should take to improve your overall communication  
 scores. Think beyond your silo and be part of the bigger picture.

Of all managers, 24 per-
cent do not receive any 
useful strategy information 
from other departments.

FAST FACT

30% 17%25%11%9%4%

I receive useful information regarding the strategy of  other departments or units

(   ) (   )

Example figure    Score II.18.
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Strategy Execution re-
quires your attention from 
the start.

INSIGHT

“Culture eats strategy for 
lunch, every day”

Dick Clark, CEO, Merck

QUOTE

Learn from the best-in-class – A sneak preview

Apart from our research results, we also give you the opportunity to learn from the 
best. This section of the report covers: 
  Strategy Execution as it should be – twelve insights.
  Market data and comparison with best-in-class.

Here’s an overview of the twelve insights, a sneak preview of # 4 and some illus-
trative examples of market data and scores of top performers.

01      Strategy Execution as it should be – Twelve insights

              Strategy Execution is a vast area with blurred borders.
              Strategy Execution is a discipline of its own.
              Great Strategy Execution requires a great strategy.
              Strategy Execution requires your attention from the start.
              Strategy Execution has a strong timing sequence.
              Strategy Execution requests a seamless integration between organi- 
              sational and individual performance.
              Strategy Execution demands clear responsibilities.
              Strategy Execution requires horizontal alignment.
              Strategy Execution needs heroes.
              Strategy Execution asks for measurement.
              Strategy Execution is a resident.
              Strategy Execution is on its way to maturity.

02     Sneak preview: Insight 4 - Strategy Execution requires your atten- 
         tion from the start.

 And the start is the strategy formulation phase. Execution isn’t something  
 you worry about after you have already finished crafting your strategy. 
 You need to think about the implementation challenges at the same time
 you design your strategy. 

 Here’s an overview of the 5 most important implementation hazards to think  
 about while developing your strategy. To give you a head start, I have in- 
 cluded for each one the key question(s) to ask during the strategy design  
 phase.
 
 The existing culture. Strategies that demand a large cultural shift are  
 doomed to failure as cultural change is very hard to accomplish. Ask  
 yourself: ‘How big is the culture change needed in order to execute  
 the new strategy?’ and ‘Is the required change realistic?’.

 The existing power structures. Each organisation has its own power  
 structures, invisible at the surface and part of the ‘unwritten rules’ within  
 the organisation. But they do exist. And they will influence your execu- 
 tion capabilities. Pose the following questions: ‘What are the current  
 power structures in our organisation?’ and ‘How will they impact the  
 implementation of the strategy we are developing?’.
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 The ability to change. Each strategy will demand a change effort. And I  
 can tell you the effort is always bigger than you anticipate at the start. 
 Ask yourself: ‘How much change can our organisation handle?’.
 
 The maturity of execution process. Once finished, the strategy will use  
 the existing execution processes in your organisation. Upgrading is pos- 
 sible but takes time. So ask yourself: ‘What’s the current maturity of  
 our execution capabilities?’, ‘Is there a need to upgrade?’ and ‘How long
 will the upgrade realistically take to accomplish?’.
 
 The maturity of Strategy Execution skills. Related to previous. Processes
 need skilled people to operate them. The questions to ask: ‘What’s the  
 current maturity of the manager’s execution skills?’, ‘Is there a need to  
 upgrade?’ and ‘How long will the upgrade realistically take to accomplish?’.
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03     Sneak preview: Market data and scores of top performers 

Illustrative example: Detailed gap analysis per dimension

 This is an example of the output you will receive when purchasing the full  
 report. Please note that the numbers you see in this example are illustrative only. 

17

Market average Best-in-class

The company’s strategy has been communicated to me in a variety 
of ways (e.g., e-mail, live presentation, intranet, brochure, etc.)

Our CEO or top executive(s) are sufficiently involved in com-
municating the overall strategy

I myself communicate our strategy to my team

I also communicate strategic initiatives to my team

I explain to my team how we will reach the objectives that have 
been set

I feel the communication of my company’s strategy is handled 
in an open way

There is time for questions and discussion when our company’s 
strategy is presented

When I communicate the strategy myself, I leave time for ques-
tions and discussion

I find information that is directly relevant to me in the communi-
cation of the overall strategy

I receive useful information regarding the strategy of other de-
partments or units

I also receive information about the strategy process (e.g., method of 
formulation, intentions regarding updates, ways it will be monitored, etc.)

I receive information about the strategy as soon as it is available 
in the rest of the organisation

When I ask for further information or when I pose a question, I 
receive an individual response

I would be able to explain my company’s strategy to a neighbour 
if I wanted to

I am asked for feedback regarding whether I understand the 
company’s strategy or that of my unit or department

3 4 5 63,5 4,5 5,5

Example figure    Gap analysis
Illustrative

only
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Illustrative example: Detailed analysis of all gaps ranked smallest-to-largest

This is an example of the output you will receive when purchasing the full 
report. Please note that the numbers you see in this example are illustrative only.

Topic# Gap Dimension
Difficulty to

close the gap

I feel excited by my company’s strategy Strategy focus

Strategy focus

Strategy focus

Individual objective setting

Skilled managers

Strategy communication

Engaged people & 
performance-driven culture

Engaged people & 
performance-driven culture

Initiative management

Performance-related pay

Strategy communication

Individual objective setting

Skilled managers

Skilled managers

Initiative management

Initiative management

Support for managers

Support for managers

Individual objective setting

High

High

High

High

Medium - High

Medium - High

Medium - High

Medium - High

Medium - High

Medium - High

Medium - High

Medium - High

Medium - High

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

4%1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

19%

10%

2%

7%

13%

18%

17%

5%

3%

9%

6%

11%

12%

1%

8%

14%

16%

15%

I also communicate strategic initiatives to my team

My unit or department has specific strategic 
objectives

My objectives not only relate to financials but also 
to customers, processes, people or other elements

There is time for questions and discussion when 
our company’s strategy is presented

I receive useful information regarding the 
strategy of  other departments or units

I receive information about the strategy as soon 
as it is available in the rest of  the organisation

I would be able to explain my company’s strategy 
to a neighbour if  I wanted to

All strategic initiatives or projects that I know of  
are staffed with the right people

My objectives are specific regarding what is to be 
attained

I do influence the setting of  my own objectives

I believe I can attain the objectives that have been 
set

My objectives give me the energy to go the extra 
mile

My objectives are changed during the year when a 
change in the context makes this necessary

I believe that managerial skills are crucial to 
performing my job well

I stimulate my direct reports to continuously learn 
new skills and challenge themselves

Rewards generally follow quickly after the perfor-
mance for which they were earned

I have received adequate training on how to 
evaluate my direct reports

If I don't perform, my manager talks to me about it

Illustrative
only
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